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FULL HEIGHT GLAZED PARTITION

Aluminum sections of slim line twin style twin pro section No. 6633(35 mm x 25mm) and 6634(35 mmx20mm) male and female sections providing inside with rubber gaskets in top and bottom upto ceiling level.

Sections:
- 2.50
- 2.60
- 2.10

Ceiling level
- Male section
- Female section
- 10 mm thick toughened glass

Detail A
- 10 mm thick toughened glass
- Rubber Gaskets
- Male section
- Female section

Dimensions:
- Top: 2.50
- Bottom: 2.60
- Male: 2.10
- Female: 2.60
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DETAILS OF:

1. FULLY GLAZED DOOR

ITEM NOS: 1a
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All Dimensions are in CMs.

- **ELEVATION**
  - DOOR 210
  - Bottom lock
  - Bottom pivot
  - Top lock patch fittings
  - Framework upto slab bottom
  - Existing slab line

- **SECTION- AA**
  - Framework upto slab bottom
  - Top lock patch fittings
  - Bottom patch fittings
  - 60cmx 2.5cm SS brushed steel handle
  - 60cmx 2.5cm Ø SS brushed steel handle
  - 10 mm thick toughned glass with pencil polish edges alround with etching pattern and bevelled at edges
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1. FRONT SIDE GLAZING WITH DOOR
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All Dimensions are in CMs.
65mm to 75mm thick powder coated 1.2mm thick CRCA partitions with prepunched cutouts to run electric & networking cables. Dual Race ways punch out to fix electrical & data modules for Power & data at just below the table and skirting level. 9 mm tiles both sides prelaminated particle board/fabric cladded board/glass/soft board as required by using sliding panel method.

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm pvc laminate.

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm pvc laminate.

SECTION AA OF TABLE

SECTION BB OF TABLE

DRAWER UNIT
PROPOSED INTERIOR FURNISHING FOR HEAD OFFICE, FIRST FLOOR
STATE BANK OF INDIA, TRIVANDRUM

DETAILS OF:

1. MODULAR PARTITION
2. CLERK TABLE (150 X 75 X 75)
3. DRAWER UNIT
4. KEYBOARD TRAY
5. CPU TROLLEYS

DRAWER

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm PVC laminate

65mm to 75mm thick powder coated 1.2mm thick CRCA partitions with prepunched cutouts to run electric & networking cables. Dual Race ways punch out to fix electrical & data modules for Power & data at just below table and skirting level. 9mm tiles both sides prelaminated particle board/fabric cladded board/glass/soft board as required by using sliding panel method.

DRAWER

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm PVC laminate

All Dimensions are in CMs.

DRAWER

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm PVC laminate

All Dimensions are in CMs.
65mm to 75mm thick powder coated 1.2mm thick CRCA partitions with prepunched cutouts to run electric & networking cables. Dual Race ways punch out to fix electrical & data modules for Power & data at just below table and skirting level. 9 mm tiles both sides prelaminated particle board/ fabric cladded board/glass/soft board as required by using sliding panel method.

25 mm thick interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm PVC laminate.

25 mm interior grade prelaminated particle board edge banded with 2 mm PVC laminate.
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DETAILS OF:
COLUMN PANELING
48 X 48 X 250 CMS HEIGHT

48
SECTION A-A

DETAIL A

DETAIL B

ELEVATION Z

SECTION A-A

PLAN
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All Dimensions are in CMS.
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DETAILS OF :

CLIPBOARD- LOW LEVEL
(75 cm height)
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Chief Architect

LENGTH
(varies as per site)

ELEVATION

SECTION AA

Wall

False Ceiling

Edge banded with 2mm PVC tape
16mm Thick Marine Plywood with Laminate
16mm Thick Marine Plywood with Laminate
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DETAILS OF :
CUPBOARDS- LOW LEVEL
(120 cm Height)
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All Dimensions are in CMs.
ELEVATION

SECTION- AA

DETAILS OF:

CUPBOARD- HIGH LEVEL
(250 cm Height)
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DETAILED OF:

CUPBOARD- HIGH LEVEL
(250 cm Height)

ELEVATION

SECTION- AA
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DETAILS OF:

CUPBOARD- HIGH LEVEL
(250 cm Height)
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ITEM NOS. 13

DETAILS OF:
1. OUTSOURCE TABLE (150X75X75)

DETAIL-A

16mm Thick Marine Plywood with 1mm Thick Laminate
12 mm thick Glass
16mm Thick Marine Plywood
with 1mm Thick Laminate
16mm Marine Plywood
with Laminate

DETAIL-B

16mm Thick Marine Plywood
with 1mm Thick Laminate
16mm Thick Marine Plywood
with 1mm Thick Laminate
16mm Marine Plywood
with Laminate
7.5cm x 2.5cm Thick country wood reeper for Foot Rest

SECTION-AA

SECTION-BB

16mm Thick Marine Plywood
with 1mm Thick Laminate
16mm Thick Marine Plywood
with 1mm Thick Laminate

KEYBOARD TRAY
Supported by Steel Slide
7.5cm x 2.5cm Thick country wood reeper for Foot Rest

REAR ELEVATION OF TABLE

Cable Manager

PLAN

FRONT ELEVATION
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